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ABSTRACT
Estimates of internal consistency reliability of the approach are based on data from one
form of the imposition of a measure on a group of subjects (single trial administration).
There is a relationship between the two sides approach with consistency in estimating the
reliability of the mathematical estimation. Difference between the two approaches is the
unit of analysis in which the two sides approach compares the first half with the other parts
of the test while the internal consistency approach compares each item with every other
item on the test. The advantage of using internal consistency approach is, to avoid the
problems that are usually caused by a re-test approach and the approach of parallel tests.
The shape and nature of the measuring instrument and the many parts that are made will
determine the reliability coefficient estimation technique. Among the computational
techniques of internal consistency reliability model of a multidimensional approach in this
paper discusses the Stratified Alpha, Mosier, and Wang Reliability Coefficient formula.
Interpretation of the reliability coefficient is relative. There is no absolute limit which
showed the lowest reliability coefficients that must be achieved so that a measurement can
be called reliable. Many researchers found that evaluation of the psychometric property
measurements using psychometric formulas without verifying the assumptions underlying
the formulas can be questioned its reliability. If these assumptions are not met then the
Alpha coefficient reliability produced is below the limit value estimate (underestimate).
Psychometric experts have warned that most of the formulas contained psychometric
assumptions that need to be met in order for these formulas yield accurate information on
the measurements made.
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INTRODUCTION
Understanding the reliability of measuring instruments and the reliability of
measurement results can be considered equal. The concept of reliability in terms of
reliability measure is closely related to the problem of measurement error.
Measurement error itself refers to the extent of the inconsistency of measurement
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results occur when repeated measurements are made on the same subject. High and
low reliability, is empirically demonstrated by a number called, the Wang
reliability coefficient. Firstly, the level of high-reliability mirrored by the low
correlation, between the distribution of scores from the two parallel measuring
devices worn on the same group of individuals.
For researchers who required to identify the reliability of multidimensional
measurement, it is recommended to use a reliability coefficient that can
accommodate a multidimensional model. To measure the scores of high school
students in the science program of the National Examination of Mathematics,
consisting of more than one component in the Graduate Competency Standards
that measured the ability is multidimensional.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
a) Stratified Alpha Reliability Coefficient
Alpha reliability coefficients appropriate measurements that are imposed on
unidimension is indicated by factor analysis, items in the scale would produce a
factor. Conversely if the result of factors compound the measurements made are
multidimensional measurement.
Due to the Cronbach Alpha formula is to measure only one dimension, a formula
that measures a combination of several dimensions is developed as below:
The formula is effected by:
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Formula Alpha reliability coefficient of Stratified composites has several
characteristics, among others:
Alpha coefficient is precisely Stratified charged in the case of a multidimensional
composite scores such as battery test is multidimensional. Variance and reliability
of each component obtained from computing a set of points in one dimension
while the variance component or total item obtained from the computation of all
items.
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Stratified Alpha coefficient (Stratified Alpha) was introduced by Cronbach et al.
(1965) are useful for estimating the reliability of the instrument that consists of
several subtest. Just as the coefficient Alpha, Alpha coefficient is a measure of
internal consistency Stratified by involving the components of the test.
b) Wang Reliability Coefficient
The formula is effected by:
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Wang reliability coefficient formula has several characteristics, among others:
1) The lowest reliability can be achieved from the reliability coefficient is the
lowest value of the reliability dimension.
2) The reliability of the composite can be higher than the reliability of each
dimension once there is a high correlation value between one dimension with
another dimension.
3) If the reliability coefficients of each dimension are equal, then the reliability of
the composite can reach a maximum value when the weighting of each
dimension are equal.
c) Mosier Reliability Coefficient
The formula is effected by:
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Weight of the j-th dimension
Reliability dimension j
Correlation between the dimensions of the i-th and j-th
Dimension of the j-th variance
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Reliability coefficient formula Mosier has several characteristics, among others:
1) Reliability coefficient may be worth 1.00 if all the component reliability is
well worth the 1.00.
2) The greater the correlation between the dimensions of the resulting value of
the greater reliability.
3) The reliability tended to be larger than the average reliability of each
component, except on the condition of the components have reliability,
variance and the same weight as well as the correlation between the
components is zero. This last condition will produce an average reliability of
the reliability of each component.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Theoretically, these problems will become the foundation in thinking framework:
1. Stratified Alpha reliability coefficient is effected by:
In constantly variance total test scores, then:
a) Reliability of i-th component:
If reliability of i-th component multiply with a positive number which is
bigger than one, then Stratified Alpha reliability coefficient becomes
bigger.
If reliability of i-th component multiply with a positive number which is
smaller than one, then Stratified Alpha reliability coefficient becomes
smaller.
b) Variance items in the i-th component:
If variance items in the i-th component multiply with a positive number
which is bigger than one, then Stratified Alpha reliability coefficient
becomes smaller.
If variance items in the i-th component multiply with a positive number
which is smaller than one, then Stratified Alpha reliability coefficient
becomes bigger.
2. Wang reliability coefficient is effected by:
In constantly weight of the j-th dimension, then:
a) Correlation between the dimensions of the i-th and j-th:
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If correlation between the dimensions of the i-th and j-th multiply with a
positive number which is bigger than one, then Wang reliability coefficient
becomes bigger.
If correlation between the dimensions of the i-th and j-th multiply with a
positive number which is smaller than one, then Wang reliability
coefficient becomes smaller.
b) Reliability dimension j:
If reliability dimension j multiply with a positive number which is bigger
than one, then Wang reliability coefficient becomes smaller.
If reliability dimension j multiply with a positive number which is smaller
than one, then Wang reliability coefficient becomes bigger.
3. Mosier reliability coefficient is effected by:
In constantly weight of the j-th dimension, then:
a) Correlation between the dimensions of the j-th and k-th:
If correlation between the dimensions of the j-th and k-th multiply with a
positive number which is bigger than one, then Wang reliability coefficient
becomes bigger.
If correlation between the dimensions of the j-th and k-th multiply with a
positive number which is smaller than one, then Wang reliability
coefficient becomes smaller.
b) Reliability dimension j:
If reliability dimension j multiply with a positive number which is bigger
than one, then Wang reliability coefficient becomes smaller.
If reliability dimension j multiply with a positive number which is smaller
than one, then Wang reliability coefficient becomes bigger.
c) Dimension of the j-th variance:
If dimension of the j-th variance multiply with a positive number which is
bigger than one, then Wang reliability coefficient becomes smaller.
If dimension of the j-th variance multiply with a positive number which is
smaller than one, then Wang reliability coefficient becomes bigger.
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CONCLUSIONS
1. Stratified Alpha reliability coefficient value higher than the value of Mosier
reliability coefficient.
2. Stratified Alpha reliability coefficient value higher than the value of the Wang
reliability coefficient.
3. Mosier reliability coefficient value higher than the value of Wang reliability
coefficient.
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